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Crossings Dell
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER � Filled
with heartbreak and betrayal, triumph and
fulfillment, The Right Time is an intimate, richly
rewarding novel about pursuing one’s passion
and succeeding beyond one’s wildest dreams.
Abandoned by her mother at age seven,
Alexandra Winslow takes solace in the mysteries
she reads with her devoted father—and soon she
is writing them herself, slowly graduating to dark,
complex crime stories that reflect skill,
imagination, and talent far beyond her years.
After her father’s untimely death, at fourteen
Alex is taken in by the nuns of a local convent,
where she finds twenty-six mothers to take the
place of the one she lost, and the time and
encouragement to pursue her gift. Alex writes in
every spare moment, gripped by the plots and
themes and characters that fill her mind. Midway
through college, she has finished a novel—and
manages to find a seasoned agent, then a
publisher. But as she climbs the ladder of
publishing success, she resolutely adheres to her
father’s admonition: Men read crime thrillers
by men only—and so Alexandra Winslow
publishes under the pseudonym Alexander
Green, her true identity known only to those
closest to her, creating a double life that isolates
her. Her secret life as the mysterious and
brilliantly successful Alexander Green—and her
own life as a talented young woman—expose her
to the envious, the arrogant, and Hollywood
players who have no idea who she really is.
Always, the right time to open up seems just out
of reach, and would cost her dearly. Once her
double life and fame are established, the price of
the truth is always too high.
The Gift Delacorte Press
In the wake of an earthquake
that interrupts a celebrity-
studded charity dinner dance at
the Ritz Carlton in San
Francisco, the lives of four
strangers--Sarah Sloane, wife
of a financial whiz; Grammy-
winning singer Melanie Free;
photographer Everett Carson;
and Sister Maggie Kent, a nun

working with the homeless--are
transformed forever by the
tragedy. 800,000 first
printing.
Answered Prayers Dell
In this heartfelt, incisive novel, Danielle Steel
celebrates the virtues of unconventional beauty
while exploring deeply resonant issues of weight,
self-image, sisterhood, and family. A chubby little
girl with ordinary looks, Victoria Dawson has
always felt out of place in her family, especially in
body-conscious L.A. While her parents and sister
can eat anything and not gain an ounce, Victoria
must watch everything she eats, as well as endure
her father’s belittling comments about her body
and see her academic achievements go
unacknowledged. Ice cream and oversized helpings
of all the wrong foods give her comfort, but only
briefly. The one thing she knows is that she has to
get away from home, and after college in Chicago,
she moves to New York City. Landing her dream
job as a high school teacher, Victoria loves
working with her students and wages war on her
weight at the gym. Despite tension with her
parents, Victoria remains close to her younger
sister, Grace. Though they couldn’t be more
different in looks, they love each other
unconditionally. So when Grace announces her
engagement to a man who is an exact replica of
their narcissistic father, Victoria worries about her
sister’s future happiness, and with no man of her
own, she feels like a failure once again. As the
wedding draws near, a chance encounter, a deeply
upsetting betrayal, and a family confrontation lead
to a turning point. Behind Victoria is a lifetime of
hurt and neglect she has tried to forget. Ahead is a
challenge and a risk: to accept herself as she is,
celebrate it, and claim the victories she has fought
so hard for and deserves. Big girl or not, she is
terrific and discovers that herself.
The Right Time Dell
Three classic Danielle Steel tales of
romance, and conflict, and the hope that
love can bring here in a keepsake boxed
set that makes a perfect gift. Set includes
1 mass market paperback edition each of:
Five Days In Paris The Gift Leap Of Faith
Past Perfect Dell
In Danielle Steel’s beloved #1 New York
Times bestselling novel, two strangers
meet unexpectedly and fall in love in the
City of Light. As president of a major
pharmaceutical empire, Peter Haskell has
everything: power, position, and a family
that means everything to him.
Compromise has been key in Peter
Haskell’s life, and integrity is the base on
which he lives. Olivia Thatcher is the
wife of a famous senator. She has given
to her husband’s ambition and career

until her soul is bone-dry. She is trapped
in a web of duty and obligation, married to
a man she once loved and no longer even
knows. Accidentally, they meet in Paris.
Their totally different lives converge for
one magical moment in the Place
Vend�me, as Olivia carefully, silently,
steps out of her life and walks away.
Peter follows her, and in a caf� in
Montmartre, their hearts are laid bare.
Peter, once so certain of his path, is
suddenly faced with a professional future
in jeopardy. Olivia is no longer sure of
anything except that she can’t go on
anymore. Five days in Paris is all they
have. They go back to their separate
lives, but nothing is the same. Everything
they believe is put on the line, until they
each realize they must stand fast against
compromise and face life’s challenges
head-on. Danielle Steel’s classic novel is
about honor and commitment, love and
integrity—and the strength to find hope
again. Five Days in Paris will change your
life forever. BONUS: This edition contains
an excerpt from Danielle Steel's Hotel
Vendome.

Jewels Delacorte Press
At once a loving legacy and an
unsparing depiction of a devastating
illness, Danielle Steel’s tribute to her
lost son is a gift of life, hope, healing,
and understanding to us all. “This is
the story of an extraordinary boy with
a brilliant mind, a heart of gold, and a
tortured soul. It is the story of an
illness, a fight to live, and a race
against death. I want to share the
story, and the pain, the courage, the
love, and what I learned in living
through it. I want Nick's life to be not
only a tender memory for us, but a
gift to others. . . . I would like to offer
people hope and the realities we lived
with. I want to make a difference. My
hope is that someone will be able to
use what we learned, and save a life
with it.”—Danielle Steel From the day
he was born, Nick Traina was his
mother's joy. By nineteen, he was
dead. This is Danielle Steel's
powerful, personal story of the son
she lost and the lessons she learned
during his courageous battle against
darkness. Sharing tender, painful
memories and Nick's remarkable
journals, Steel brings us a haunting
duet between a singular young man
and the mother who loved him—and a
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harrowing portrait of a masked killer
called manic depression, which afflicts
between two and three million
Americans.
Bungalow 2 Dell
Through forty years—from Hollywood's
golden days in World War II to the
present—Faye Price would create first a
career as a legendary actress, then a
family, and finally she would realize her
dream of becoming one of Hollywood's
first woman directors. But nothing was
more precious to Faye than her five
children. In a changing world, a milieu
where family values are constantly
challenged from without and within, the
Thayers would face the greatest
challenges and harshest test a family can
endure, to emerge stronger, bound
forever by loyalty and love. It is only
when Faye is gone that they can each
assess how far they have come, and how
important their family album is.

Safe Harbour Random House
Digital, Inc.
Olympia Crawford Rubinstein has a
busy legal career, a solid marriage,
and a way of managing her thriving
family with grace, humor, and
boundless energy. With twin
daughters finishing high school, a
son at Dartmouth, and a
kindergartner from her second
marriage, there seems to be no
challenge to which Olympia cannot
rise. Until one sunny day in May,
when she opens an invitation for
her daughters to attend the most
exclusive coming-out ball in New
York–and chaos erupts all around
her. One twin’s excitement is
balanced by the other’s outrage;
her previous husband’s profound
snobbism is in sharp contrast to her
current husband’s flat refusal to
attend. For Olympia’s husband,
Harry, whose parents survived the
Holocaust, the idea of a blue-blood
debutante ball is abhorrent. Her
daughter Veronica, a natural-born
rebel, agrees– while Veronica’s
identical twin, Virginia, is already
shopping for the perfect dress.
Then there’s Olympia’s ex, an
insufferable snob, who sees the ball
as the perfect opportunity for a
family feud. And amid all the
hubbub, Olympia’s college-age son,
Charlie, is facing a turning point in
his life–and may need his mother
more than ever. But despite it all,
Olympia is determined to steer her
family through the event until, just
days before the cotillion, things
begin to unravel with alarming

speed. From a son’s crisis to a
daughter’s heartbreak, from a case
of the chicken pox to a political
debate raging in her household,
Olympia is on the verge of
surrender. And that is when, in a
series of startling choices and
changes of heart, family, friends,
and even a blue-haired teenager all
find a way to turn a night of
calamity into an evening of magic.
As old wounds are healed, barriers
are shattered and new traditions are
born, and a debutante ball becomes
a catalyst for change, revelation,
acceptance, and love. In a novel that
is by turns profound, poignant,
moving, and warmly funny, Danielle
Steel tells the story of an
extraordinary family–finding new
ways of letting go, stepping up, and
coming out...in the ways that matter
most.
Coming Out Dell
On a warm May night in San
Francisco, the Ritz-Carlton ballroom
shimmers with crystal and silver as a
glittering, celebrity-studded crowd
gathers for a charity dinner dance.
The evening is perfect–until, just
minutes before midnight, the room
begins to sway. Glass shatters. And as
the lights go out, people begin to
scream…. In the earthquake’s
aftermath, the lives of four strangers
will converge.… Sarah Sloane, the
beautiful wife of a financial whiz,
watches her perfect world fall to
pieces…. Grammy-winning singer
Melanie Free, the event’s headliner,
comes to a turning point in her life and
career…. Photographer Everett
Carson, a former war correspondent
whose personal demons have demoted
him to covering society parties, finds
new purpose amid the carnage…and
Sister Maggie Kent, a nun who
normally works in jeans and high-tops
with the homeless, searches through
the rubble–and knows instantly that
there is much work to be done…. As
the city staggers back to life, a chain
reaction of extraordinary events will
touch each of the survivors.… For
Sarah, it begins with the discovery of
a crime and a betrayal, then a strength
she never knew she had. For Melanie,
volunteering at a refugee camp will
open new worlds of possibility. And
Everett will be shaken by the unlikely
relationship he forges with Maggie,
who helps him rebuild his shattered
life–and upends her own in the
process. But as a year passes, and the
anniversary of the earthquake

approaches, more surprises are in
store–as each discovers the
unexpected gifts in a tragedy’s
wake…and the amazing grace of new
beginnings. Throughout these
enthralling pages, Danielle Steel
creates a stunning array of
contrasts–from the dazzle of a society
benefit to the chaos of a makeshift
hospital, from the pampered lives of
rock stars to the quiet heroism of
emergency volunteers. It is her most
powerful and life-affirming novel to
date.
Precious Gifts Dell
In her 53rd bestselling novel, Danielle
Steel explores how a single shattering
moment can change lives forever. The
Kiss is at once a moving testament to the
fragility of life and a breathtaking story
about the power of love to heal, to free,
to transform, and to make broken spirits
whole. On a warm June evening, a red
double-decker bus, full of pasengers,
speeds down a London street. A few
blocks away, a man and a woman climb
into a limousine, reveling in a magical
evening of dancing and champagne. As
their driver pulls into an intersection, the
couple shares their first, searching kiss.
For a moment, etched in time, all stands
still—until, in a flash of metal and glass,
their limousine is struck at full speed,
crushed under the bus's tremendous
weight. And a long journey begins—toward
healing, toward hope, toward dreams of
an infinite future... Isabelle Forrester is
the exquisite wife of a prominent Parisian
banker who has long since shut her out of
his heart. For lonely years, Isabelle has
lived a life of isolation, pouring her
passions into caring for her desperately
ill son, Teddy, and into making their Paris
home as happy as possible for her
teenage daughter, Sophie. Isabelle allows
herself one secret pleasure: a long-
distance friendship by telephone with an
American man, a Washington power
broker who travels in the highest circles
of politics and who, like Isabelle, is
trapped in an empty marriage. To Bill
Robinson, Isabelle is a godsend, a woman
of extraordinary beauty and intellectual
curiosity—a kindred spirit who touches
him across the miles with her warmth and
gentle empathy. Their relationship is a
gift, a lifeline that sustains them both
through the heartache of marriages they
cannot leave and will not betray.
Agreeing to meet for a few precious,
innocent days in London, Isabelle and Bill
find their friendship changing. Then,
amidst the sudden crash of steel against
steel, they are thrust onto a new path, a
path fraught with pain but also with
possibility. Now, inside the cool, sterile
wards of a London hospital, Isabelle and
Bill cling to life, their bodies shattered
almost beyond repair. In the days and
weeks that follow, they slowly, painfully
traverse a road to recovery littered with
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challenges of the body, spirit, and heart.
Together, they must find the strength not
only to embrace life again but to face
what they have left behind. For Isabell, a
loveless marriage turns into a brutal
power struggle. For Bill, a time of healing
exposes wounds that cut deeper than
steel and realities that will test him to his
core. For both, a tangle of changing
relationships and the tragedy of another
loss conspire to separate them once
again. And this time they could lose each
other forever. In a novel that is as
compelling as it is compassionate,
Danielle Steel weaves a story of courage
in the face of unimaginable loss. With the
grace of a master storyteller, she
explores the strength it takes to conquer
our greatest fears, showing us how the
toughest choices can yield the most
unexpected rewards...and how the
longest, most winding journeys can begin
with a single kiss.

Amazing Grace Dell
Spurred by old memories and a life-
changing accident, Madison embarks
on a cross-country adventure to
reconnect with three very different
men to reevaluate her past choices.
Once in a Lifetime Dell
In her powerful memoir His Bright
Light, #1 New York Times bestselling
author Danielle Steel opened her heart
to share the devastating story of the
loss of her beloved son. In A Gift of
Hope, she shows us how she
transformed that pain into a campaign
of service that enriched her life
beyond what she could imagine. For
eleven years, Danielle Steel took to
the streets with a small team to help
the homeless of San Francisco. She
worked anonymously, visiting the
“cribs” of the city’s most vulnerable
citizens under cover of darkness,
distributing food, clothing, bedding,
tools, and toiletries. She sought no
publicity for her efforts and remained
anonymous throughout. Now she is
speaking to bring attention to their
plight. In this unflinchingly honest and
deeply moving memoir, the famously
private author speaks out publicly for
the first time about her work among
the most desperate members of our
society. She offers achingly acute
portraits of the people she met along
the way—and issues a heartfelt call for
more effective action to aid this vast,
deprived population. Determined to
supply the homeless with the basic
necessities to keep them alive, she
ends up giving them something far
more powerful: a voice. By turns
candid and inspirational, Danielle
Steel’s A Gift of Hope is a true act of
advocacy and love. Praise for A Gift of
Hope “[A] moving call for

action.”—Kirkus Reviews “Moving . . .
The mega-selling, notoriously private
author . . . is candid and honest about
her own private life in a way we’ve
never seen before.”—Books for Better
Living “Most assume that Steel’s life
is as glamorous as her fiction. . . . The
real Steel is a bit more
complicated.”—San Francisco Chronicle

The Gift Delacorte Press
Four sisters, a Manhattan
brownstone, and a tumultuous year
of loss and courage are at the heart
of #1 New York Times bestselling
author Danielle Steel’s novel about
a remarkable family, a stunning
tragedy—and what happens when
four very different young women
come together under one very
lively roof. Twenty-one-year-old
Candy is blazing her way through
Paris, New York, and Tokyo as
fashion’s latest international
supermodel. Her sister Tammy,
twenty-nine, has a job producing
the most successful hit show on
TV. In New York, oldest sister
Sabrina, thirty-four, is an ambitious
young lawyer, while Annie, at
twenty-six, is an American in
Florence, living for her art. One
Fourth of July weekend, the four
sisters come home to Connecticut
for their family’s annual gathering.
But before the holiday is over,
tragedy strikes and their world is
utterly changed. Suddenly, four
sisters who have been fervently
pursuing success and their own
lives come together to share one
New York brownstone, to support
each other, and to pick up the
pieces while one of them struggles
to heal her shattered body and soul.
A bustling house is soon filled with
eccentric dogs, laughter, tears,
friends, men . . . and the kind of
honesty and unconditional love only
sisters can provide. But as the four
women settle in, they are forced to
confront the direction of their
respective lives. With unerring
insight and compassion, Danielle
Steel tells a compelling story of
sisters who are irrevocably woven
into the fabric of one another’s
lives. Brilliantly blending humor and
heartbreak, she delivers a powerful
message about the fragility—and the
wonder—of life.
The House Dell
On a June day, a young woman in a
summer dress steps off a Chicago-bound

bus into a small midwestern town. She
doesn't intend to stay. She is just passing
through. Yet her stopping here has a
reason and it is part of a story that you
will never forget. The time is the 1950s,
when life was simpler, people still
believed in dreams, and family was, very
nearly, everything. The place is a small
midwestern town with a high school and a
downtown, a skating pond and a movie
house. And on a tree-lined street in the
heartland of America, an extraordinary
set of events begins to unfold. And
gradually what seems serendipitous is
tinged with purpose. A happy home is
shattered by a child's senseless death. A
loving marriage starts to unravel. And a
stranger arrives—a young woman who will
touch many lives before she moves on.
She and a young man will meet and fall in
love. Their love, so innocent and full of
hope, helps to restore a family's dreams.
And all of their lives will be changed
forever by the precious gift she leaves
them. The Gift, Danielle Steel's thirty-
third best-selling work, is a magical story
told with stunning simplicity and power. It
reveals a relationship so moving it will
take your breath away. And it tells a
haunting and beautiful truth about the
unpredictability—and the wonder—of life.

The Gift Random House Digital, Inc.
In her fifty-second bestselling
novel, Danielle Steel weaves a
compelling story of the power of
lies, the misuse of trust--and of one
woman's triumph over a devastating
betrayal. Marie-Ange Hawkins has
the kind of childhood that most
people dream of. Freedom, love,
security in a beautiful old French
ch�teau. But when Marie-Ange is
just eleven, a tragic accident marks
the end of her idyllic life. Orphaned
and alone, she is sent to America,
to live with her great-aunt on a
farm in Iowa. Bitterly resented by
the old woman, cut off from
everything she has known and
loved, Marie-Ange is forced to
work tirelessly on the farm,
dreaming only of the day she can
return to her beloved Ch�teau de
Marmouton. In Marie-Ange's
isolated existence, only the
friendship of a local boy, Billy
Parker, offers comfort and hope.
But her only wish is to gain an
education--and escape. Then, just
after her twenty-first birthday, an
unexpected visitor brings startling
news and an extraordinary gift: the
freedom to return to France, to
Ch�teau de Marmouton. When she
arrives in France, Marie-Ange
learns that the ch�teau's new
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owner is Comte Bernard de
Beauchamp, a dashing young
widower who invites her into his
home, then into his heart. But their
magical life together, which soon
includes marriage, children, and
lavish homes, slowly takes an
ominous turn. A mysterious woman
tells Marie-Ange a shocking story, a
story so chilling she doesn't want to
believe it. Not even her dear friend
Billy can help her now. He is
thousands of miles away. And as
the darkness gathers around her,
Marie-Ange must find the faith and
courage to take one, last desperate
step to save her loved ones and
herself. Danielle Steel's powerful
novel is about being pulled into a
place where nothing is what it
seems. It is about being seduced
and lied to and turned around, and
wanting to believe the lies--until the
moment comes, in one blinding
instant, when survival and salvation
depend on a final Leap of Faith: the
only path to freedom, and life.
The Sins of the Mother Random
House
The Nazis are extending their power
in Europe and, crossing the Atlantic
on the Normandie, Liane Crockett de
Villiers must choose between loves
and loyalties from the past and a
passionate present romance
Gift Dell Publishing Company
The restoration of a majestic old
home provides the exhilarating
backdrop for Danielle Steel’s 66th
bestselling novel, the story of a young
woman’s dream, an old man’s gift,
and the surprises that await us behind
every closed door…. Perched on a hill
overlooking San Francisco, the house
was magnificent, built in 1923 by a
wealthy man for the woman he
adored. For her and for this house, he
would spare no expense and overlook
no detail, from the endless marble
floors to the glittering chandeliers.
Almost a century later, with the once-
grand house now in disrepair, a young
woman walks through its empty
rooms. Sarah Anderson, a perfectly
sensible estate lawyer, is about to do
something utterly out of character. An
elderly client has died and left her two
gifts. One is a generous inheritance.
The other, a priceless message: to
use his money for something
wonderful, something daring. And in
this old house, surrounded by
crumbling grandeur, Sarah knows just
what it is. A respected attorney and
self-described workaholic, Sarah had

always lived life by the book. With a
steady, if sputtering, relationship and a
tiny apartment that has suited her just
fine, Sarah cannot explain the force
that draws her to the mansion and its
history–to the story of a woman who
once lived in the house, then
mysteriously left it, to a child who
grew up there, and a drama that
unfolded in war-torn France…and to a
history she never knew she had.
Taking the biggest risk of her life,
Sarah enlists the help of architect Jeff
Parker, who shares Sarah’s passion
for bringing the exquisite old house
back to life. As she and Jeff work to
restore the home’s every detail, as
one relationship shatters and another
begins, Sarah makes a series of
powerful discoveries: about the true
meaning of a dying man’s last
gift…about the extraordinary legacies
that are passed from generation to
generation…and about a future she’s
only just beginning to imagine. In a
novel of daring and hope, of embracing
life and taking chances, Danielle Steel
brilliantly captures one woman’s
courageous choice to pour herself into
a dream–and receive its gifts in return.
The Kiss Dell
Life was good for Liz and Jack
Sutherland. In 18 years of marriage, they
had built a family, a successful law
practice, and a warm, happy home near
San Francisco, in a house on Hope Street.
Then, in an instant, it all fell apart. It
began like any other Christmas morning,
with joy and children's laughter. But for
Jack Sutherland, a five-minute errand
ends in tragedy. And suddenly, Liz is
alone, facing painful questions in the
wake of an unbearable loss. How can she
go on without her husband, her partner,
her best friend? How can she grieve
when she must console five devastated
children, including one with special needs
of his own? Powered by her children's
love, Liz finds the strength to return to
work, to become both mother and 'daddy',
coaching her youngest son for the Special
Olympics. And one by one the holidays
come and go before her eyes: Valentine's
Day without flowers and without
Jack...Easter...July 4th...Then, just weeks
before Labor Day, a devastating accident
sends her oldest son to the hospital-and
brings a doctor named Bill Webster into
her life. Bill becomes a friend to Liz as he
slowly heals her shattered son. And as
long as the days of summer blend into
fall, a new relationship offers new hope,
and Liz reflects on what she has, on what
she's lost, on the little blessings that give
strength when nothing else is left. Then,
with the first anniversary of her
husband's death approaching, and with it
another Christmas in the house on Hope
Street, Liz will face one more crisis
before she can look back at a year of

mourning and change-and ahead to the
beginning of a new life. THE HOUSE ON
HOPE STREET is about learning to live
again after you think life is over, about
gettting up when you have been knocked
down, again and again. It is about
cherishing small miracles, and believing in
big ones. It is above all about hope.

A Gift of Hope Dell
Danielle Steel’s 56th bestselling novel
is about family and friendship, about
one woman’s struggle to break free
from the past—and the man who helps
her triumph. And most of all, it is
about daring to believe in...Answered
Prayers. On the outside, Faith
Madison is the very picture of a
sophisticated New Yorker. Slim, blond,
stylish, Faith has a life many would
envy. Overcoming a childhood marked
by tragedy, married to a successful
investment banker and having raised
two grown daughters, Faith has
enjoyed her role as mother and wife,
and the good life that emanates from
their bustling Manhattan town house.
But every step of the way, Faith has
carried within her a secret she could
divulge to no one. And with it, she has
kept an even more painful secret from
herself. For Faith, it is the sudden
death of her stepfather—a man who,
like her husband, Alex, always
remained just beyond her reach—that
will touch off a journey of change and
revelation. At the funeral, painful
memories flood back—and an old friend
reenters Faith’s life. Faith is greeting
mourners, when she hears a voice
behind her and a single word that
brings a quick smile to her face:
“Fred.” Only one person aside from
her older brother, Jack, called her
that. Brad Patterson was Jack’s best
friend, a long, lanky boy who teased,
tormented, and protected Faith when
they fancied themselves “The Three
Musketeers” as kids. When Jack died
years later, Faith and Brad came
together again in their common,
inconsolable grief, then lost touch
once more amid the demands of
families and busy lives a continent
apart. Now a lawyer in California,
Brad has reentered Faith’s life just as
she is making a decision that plunges
her marriage into crisis. Determined
to fulfill a long-held desire for a
career of her own, Faith applies to law
school against her husband’s wishes,
igniting a barrage of anger and
recrimination. Faith’s only solace is
the correspondence she has begun
with Brad, a man trapped in an empty
marriage of his own, a friend she once
lost and has found again. Soon e-mails
are flying between them, bridging
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three thousand miles, sharing much-
needed friendship, support, laughter.
And as these two childhood friends
rediscover each other, something
extraordinary is beginning to happen.
In the safety of their friendship, Brad
will find the courage to make a
decision he should have made years
before. And Faith, too, is changing,
beginning to believe in herself—and in
her right to grab hold of her dreams.
Gathering a strength she never knew
she had, Faith is finally ready to face
the most painful step of all: of sharing
the secret that has long been haunting
her, and truly opening up her heart for
the first time in her life. With unerring
insight into the hearts of husbands and
wives, lovers and families, Danielle
Steel tells a wise and moving story of
the secrets that wound and the choices
that heal—and of the second chances
that come only once in a lifetime.
Sisters Delacorte Press
It was the maiden voyage of the
Titanic, the greatest ship ever built,
and in one fatal, unforgettable night,
the sea shattered the lives and future
of an extraordinary family, the
Winfields. Edwina Winfield, returning
from her engagement trip to England
with her fiance and her family,
instantly loses her parents, the man
she loved and her dreams. Without
even time to mourn, she courageously
defies convention to run her family's
California newspaper and care for her
five younger siblings. Unable to forget
her fiance Charles, she is determined
never to marry, to hkeep her family
together, and to fight to survive as a
woman alone. But Phillip, her beloved
oldest brother, sets out for Harvard
and tragically betrays her trust.
Madcap brother George turns to the
excitement of Hollywood during its
magical days, not to the Winfield
publishing empire. And lovely Alexis,
who narrowly escaped death when the
Titanic went down, grows into a
troubled runaway whom even
Edwina's love may not be able to save.
The two youngest, Fannie and Teddy,
remain with Edwina at home.
Compelling and deeply moving, No
Greater Love questions a woman's
choices and the price she must pay for
making them. And in an unforgettable
climax, it offers an answer—as Edwina
confronts the ghosts haunting her and
take an extraordinary risk for her
future and her heart.
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